
Rotary April 9, 2019.  A trip to the Middle School 
 
 

 
 
Like middle schoolers, Jessy, Doyle, Dave, just hang out looking cool. Tucker, Graham and Jean 
oooh and ah at the togs. 

 
  



 
“Where’s the lunch line?” Graham and Doyle are ready for their sloppy joes, mystery meat, and  
milk carton on a tray. 

 
  



Lunch Lady Song  
In Lunch lady Land your dreams come true  
Clouds made of carrots and peas  
Mountains built of shepherds pie  
And rivers made of macaroni and cheese  
But don't forget to return your trays  
And try to ignore my gum disease  
No student can escape the magic of Lunchlady Land 
Hoagies & grinders, hoagies & grinders, Hoagies & grinders, hoagies & grinders  
Navy beans, navy beans, navy beans  
Hoagies & grinders, hoagies & grinders  
Navy beans, navy beans  
Meatloaf sandwich  
Sloppy joe, slop, sloppy joe, Sloppy joe, slop, sloppy joe  
Sloppy joe, slop, sloppy joe, Sloppy joe, slop, sloppy joe 

 

 
Greg, Kelsie, and Jim reprise Adam Sandler’s tune at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VY14zcUM9SI 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VY14zcUM9SI


Rotarians dine at Chez LMS: 

Waitress: Morning! 

Man: Well, what've you got? 

Waitress: Well, there's egg and bacon; egg sausage and bacon; egg and 

spam; egg bacon and spam; egg bacon sausage and spam; 

spam bacon sausage and spam; spam egg spam spam bacon 

and spam; spam sausage spam spam bacon spam tomato and 

spam; 

Vikings: Spam spam spam spam... 

Waitress: ...spam spam spam egg and spam; spam spam spam spam 

spam spam baked beans spam spam spam... 

Vikings: Spam! Lovely spam! Lovely spam! 

Waitress: ...or Lobster Thermidor a Crevette with a mornay sauce served 

in a Provencale manner with shallots and aubergines garnished 

with truffle pate, brandy and with a fried egg on top and spam. 

Wife: Have you got anything without spam? 

  
 

 

 
For those of you woefully ignorant of popular culture of the 70’s and 80’s, see this You tube: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gxtsa-OvQLA 



And, the sweet song of students pledging to remain drug and alcohol free… 

 


